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Generation of a local magnetic field at the nanoscale is
desirable for many applications such as spin-qubit-based
quantum memories. However, this is a challenge due to the
slow decay of static magnetic fields. Here, we demonstrate
a photonic spin density (PSD)-induced effective static magnetic field for an ensemble of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers
in bulk diamond. This locally induced magnetic field is a
result of coherent interaction between the optical excitation
and the NV centers. We demonstrate an optically induced
spin rotation on the Bloch sphere exceeding 10 degrees which
has potential applications in all-optical coherent control of
spin qubits. © 2022 Optica Publishing Group
https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.460836

Optically inducing a magnetic field is a promising route for generating high gradient magnetic fields and nanoscale on-chip
excitations with a fast temporal response. For example, the
magneto-optical Barnett effect uses circularly polarized light
to switch the magnetization in magnetic thin films using ultrafast optical pulses [1,2], valley-selective optical pumping can
induce nonreciprocity in transition metal dichalcogenides [3],
and structured light can be used to induce a magnetic field by
shaping optically induced currents [4]. Recently, it was shown
that a single nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center can probe an effective static magnetic field induced by the photonic spin density
(PSD) of an optical beam [5]. PSD is the spatial distribution
of the degree of circular polarization of an optical field at the
nanoscale. While most optically induced magnetic fields rely
on the absorption of light and are incoherent interactions, the
optically induced magnetic field probed by a single NV center is
non-absorbing and coherently interacts with the NV center even
at room temperature [5].
The NV center in diamond has emerged as a single-spin quantum magnetometer for probing condensed matter phenomena
[6–9]. The recent work by Kalhor et al. demonstrating the optically induced static magnetic field for the NV center shows that
this quantum sensor can also be used to probe properties of light
fields at the nanoscale [5]. This work uses a single NV center on
an atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip to measure the optically
induced effective static magnetic field. While Ref. [5] focuses
on probing the PSD, the demonstrated induced magnetic field
0146-9592/22/133347-04 Journal © 2022 Optica Publishing Group

can also be used for coherent control of NV center qubits. This
coherent control of spin qubits is arguably a consequential application for the PSD-based phenomenon. A more suitable platform
to study the coherent control of NV center qubit is NV centers
in bulk diamond which can be used for on-chip quantum technologies. Moreover, in a bulk diamond with planar interface, the
optical fields experience a minimal distortion as opposed to the
AFM tip. The nanoscale structure of the tip distorts the optical
fields and makes a quantitative study of this PSD-based effect
and its dependence on the wavelength of the excitation beam
very challenging. It is also crucial to know whether the optically
induced static magnetic field can be observed with an ensemble
of NV centers or the random orientation of the NV centers in
the ensemble leads to a zero net effect.
In this work, we demonstrate a room-temperature optically
induced static magnetic field for an ensemble of NV centers
in bulk diamond. We show that the interaction of this effective magnetic field with NV centers leads to rotation of the spin
qubits on the Bloch sphere proportional to the PSD of the optical
beam and the interaction time between the optical beam and the
spin qubit. To maximize the interaction time, we use the Hahn
echo technique to increase the coherence time of the spin qubits.
We show that the strength of the field is inversely dependent on
the detuning between the frequency of the optical beam and the
optical transition of NV centers. We further study the probability
of off-resonant absorption of the optical beam by the NV centers
to ensure low impact on the coherence of the spin qubits. We
show that the optically induced static magnetic field is a broadband effect. Finally, we study the wavelength dependence of the
effective static magnetic field to explore the optimal regimes of
optical qubit control. The results of this work will help pave
the way for enhancements in the effective static magnetic field
and expanding its range of applications to on-chip spin quantum
electrodynamics and all-optical coherent spin qubit control.
Figure 1 shows the schematics of the experiment. An elliptically polarized beam is focused onto a diamond sample with an
ensemble of NV centers. The beam possesses PSD, related to the
ellipticity of its polarization [10–12]. The electric PSD, in the
⃗ ∗ × E),
⃗
monochromatic limit, is defined as S⃗Eobs = (ϵ/4ω0 )Im(E
∗
⃗
where ϵ is the permittivity of the medium and E denotes the
complex conjugate of the complex electric field. The interaction of the beam with NV centers induces a rotation in the spin
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of this curve determines the coherence time T2∗ of the spin qubits.
This coherence time is limited by inhomogeneous broadening
of the ensemble resonance. This broadening is a result of the
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vector of the NV centers on the Bloch sphere. This rotation is
proportional to the PSD of the beam and we define an effective
static magnetic field to describe the strength of this interaction
(see [5]). The NV centers are randomly scattered in the bulk of a
single crystalline diamond, with their four different orientations
determined by the (100) growth plane. A bias magnetic field
is applied normal to the surface of the sample and is aligned
to have the same projection along all NV center orientations.
The PSD of the elliptically polarized beam is parallel to the
direction of propagation and is also normal to the surface of the
sample. This use of symmetries in the system ensures that the
PSD induced rotation is the same over all of the NV centers.
Moreover, the spot size of the PSD beam is designed to be larger
than the spot size of the excitation laser to ensure that all excited
NV centers are illuminated uniformly with the PSD beam. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) illustrate the rotation of the spin vector on the
Bloch sphere. These two figures show the rotations induced by
right-handed (RCP) and left-handed (LCP) circularly polarized
incident beams. The two different polarizations induce rotations
in opposite directions due to their different PSD. We measure
these induced rotations by performing ac magnetometry using
the Hahn echo technique.
Figure 2 shows the pulse sequence used for the ac magnetometry measurements and our approach to optimizing the sensitivity
of the measurement. The sensitivity is proportional to η ∝ √1T2
√
[13]. Here η has units of nT/ Hz and T2 is the NV centers’ coherence time. Therefore, to optimize the sensitivity, we maximize
the coherence time. Figure 2(a) shows the pulse sequence used
for measuring Rabi oscillations. The outcome of this measurement is shown in Fig. 2(c) and its inset. The red curve in this
figure shows a fit to the envelope of the oscillations. The decay
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Fig. 1. Interaction of the PSD of an optical beam with the electronic spin of NV centers. (a) Schematic of the measurements where
a focused beam with elliptical polarization interacts with an ensemble of NV centers. (b), (c) Bloch sphere representation of the NV
centers’ electronic spin showing an induced rotation caused by the
optical beam. The amount of this induced rotation depends on the
PSD of the beam. The direction of the PSD and the bias magnetic
field are aligned such that the induced rotations are equal for all NV
centers in the ensemble.
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Fig. 2. Optimizing the coherence time of NV center ensemble. (a) Pulse sequence used for measuring Rabi oscillations and
inhomogeneous broadening T2∗ for the ensemble. (b) Hahn echo
pulse sequence for measuring spin echo and coherence time T2 . (c)
Measurement results for the pulse sequences shown in panels (a)
(blue dots) and (b) (purple circles). The Rabi oscillations show the
shortest time scale, T2∗ . The inset shows the details of this measurement. The red line is a fit to the envelope of the Rabi oscillations.
The Hahn echo signal shows a slower decay due to elimination
of inhomogeneous broadening and periodic revivals in the signal.
The fits to the decay and revivals are shown with dashed blue and
dotted green lines, respectively. The revivals are due to the periodic motion of the carbon-13 nuclear spins under the bias magnetic
field. We use the second revival point (τ = 42µs) for the effective
static magnetic field measurements. (d) A pulse sequence designed
to measure the decoherence caused by the off-resonant absorption
of the PSD signal. Here we add the PSD signal to both halves of the
Hahn echo sequence to avoid spin rotations due to the effective static
magnetic field. By increasing the pulse length T0 , we increase the
probability of off-resonant absorption events in one measurement
and observe the trend of the loss of the coherence signal. (e) Decoherence induced by the PSD signal for different PSD laser powers
measured for λ = 705 nm. As the power of the PSD beam increases,
the off-resonant absorption increases and results in decoherence of
the spin qubit.
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Fig. 3. Scaling of the effective static magnetic field with beam power and polarization ellipticity. (a) PSD signal added to the Hahn echo
pulse sequence. Since this pulse sequence is only sensitive to ac magnetic fields, we add the PSD signal to one half of the sequence only.
Adding the PSD pulse to the first or second half induces rotations in opposite directions in the spin vector of the NV center. Therefore, we
perform two measurements—with PSD signal added to the first or second half of the Hahn echo sequence—and calculate the amplitude of
the effective static magnetic field by subtracting the outcome of these two measurements. (b)–(d) Scaling of the effective field with the optical
power of the PSD beam for different wavelengths. We observe linear dependence, independent of the wavelength. (e)–(g) Dependence of the
effective field on the ellipticity of polarization for different wavelengths. The ellipticity is controlled by rotating a QWP by an angle θ where
θ = 0◦ , 90◦ correspond to linear polarization and θ = ±45◦ , 135◦ correspond to circular polarization. The fits to the curves are y = sin(2θ)
which is the expected dependence of PSD to QWP angle θ. We observe good agreement between theory and experiment for all wavelengths.
Error bars show one standard deviation.

background magnetic noise generated by carbon-13 atoms in
the diamond crystal. To reduce the effect of this noise, we use
the Hahn echo pulse sequence shown in Fig. 2(b) [13,14]. This
pulse sequence takes advantage of the slowly varying nature of
the background noise to lower its effect on the spin qubits. The
outcome of this measurement is shown in Fig. 2(c). The decay
of this signal (blue dashed line) is slower than the decay of the
Rabi oscillations due to the lower effective noise. Moreover,
there are revivals in the signal as a result of the periodic motion
of nuclear spins under the influence of the applied bias magnetic
field [15]. The envelope of the periodic revivals (dotted green
line) shows the slowest decay in the coherence signal. We use
the second revival (τ ≈ 42 µs) for our measurements to achieve
a long interaction time and the highest sensitivity.
Illuminating the NV centers with the PSD laser can affect
their coherence through off-resonant absorption. To capture this
effect, we use the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 2(d). In this
pulse sequence, the rotations induced by the two PSD pulses
cancel each other and we only see decoherence caused by the
addition of the PSD laser. By increasing the pulse length τ,
we can study this effect. Figure 2(e) shows the decoherence
effect from off-resonant absorption for different laser powers.
The four sets of data show how different laser powers affect the
measurement outcome for λ = 705 nm. The x axis shows the
length of each of the PSD pulses. As the pulse length increases,
the probability of off-resonant absorption also increases. The
results of this measurement help us determine the maximum
laser power which does not cause significant decoherence to the
NV centers. It should be mentioned that we do not observe any

decoherence for wavelengths λ = 785 nm and λ = 818 nm with
laser powers reaching P = 20 mW. As the wavelength of the
PSD laser gets closer to the optical transition of the NV center
at λ = 637 nm, off-resonant absorption becomes stronger. The
decoherence caused by this effect is noticeable for λ = 730 nm
and becomes significant for λ = 705 nm, as shown in Fig. 2(e).
The pulse sequence for measuring the effective static magnetic field is shown in Fig. 3(a). The sequences consist of two
measurements to take advantage of the phase of an ac signal: if
the PSD pulse is sent in the first half of the Hahn echo sequence
(first measurement), it induces a positive phase in the spin qubit;
if it is sent in the second half (second measurement), the induced
phase will have the opposite sign. Therefore, we perform two
measurements as shown in Fig. 3(a) and subtract the outcome
of the two measurements to calculate the effective static magnetic field induced by the PSD signal. This technique helps with
eliminating possible systematic errors in the readout process.
Figures 3(b)–3(g) depict the outcome of the effective static
magnetic field measurements. The effective static magnetic field
is proportional to the PSD of the optical beam. We can tune the
PSD of the optical beam by controlling its power and its polarization. The PSD of the optical beam is linearly proportional
to the optical power. Figures 3(b)–3(d) show how the effective
field depends on the optical power of the PSD beam for three
different wavelengths. The dashed lines show linear fits to the
data. The linear dependence of the effective field on the optical
power matches the expected behavior for PSD.
Figures 3(e)–3(g) show the dependence of the effective static
magnetic field on the polarization of the PSD beam for three
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the effective static magnetic field strength
on the wavelength of the PSD beam. The rapid increase of field
strength as the wavelength decreases shows a promising route for
enhancing the effective static magnetic field. The inset shows the
data on a log scale and the optical transition of the NV center at
λ = 637 nm. As the detuning decreases, the off-resonant absorption by the NV centers affects their coherence and the error bars
become larger. For each data point, two sets of measurements are
performed with QWP angles θ = ±45◦ . The data points show the
average between the amplitude of the two measurements normalized
to the power density of the beams. Error bars show one standard
deviation.

different wavelengths. The beam polarization is controlled with
a quarter-wave plate (QWP). The PSD of the beam has a S⃗Eobs ∝
sin(2θ)ẑ dependence on the rotation angle of the QWP (θ), where
ẑ is the direction of propagation of the beam. The dashed lines
show a fit of sin(2θ) to the data for each wavelength. Figure 3
shows that the measured effective static magnetic field is indeed
proportional to the PSD for different wavelengths. The optically
induced effective magnetic field reaches Beff = 60 nT, which
corresponds to a spin rotation of ϕ ≈ 12◦ .
The main goal of this work is to determine the wavelength
dependence of the effective static magnetic field in the far
off-resonant limit. This result is shown in Fig. 4 where the
measurements are performed for four different wavelengths. The
main factor that affects the strength of the effective static magnetic field is the detuning between the laser wavelength and the
optical transition of the NV centers. As the detuning decreases,
the probability of off-resonant absorption by the NV centers
increases. This absorption leads to decoherence of the NV centers and loss of sensitivity in the measurement [Fig. 2(e)]. In
these measurements, the off-resonant absorption is noticeable
for λ = 730 nm and becomes a dominant factor at λ = 705
nm. To measure the effective static magnetic field for λ = 705
nm, we have cooled down the sample to T = 265 K using a
thermoelectric cooler.
The purple line in Fig. 4 shows a fit to the data y = C/λ∆,
where C is a constant and ∆ is the detuning. The inset shows the
data on a log scale with the optical transition of the NV centers
at λ = 637 nm. The fast growing nature of the effective static
magnetic field for smaller detunings is captured in the inset.
However, due to the off-resonant absorption, it is not possible
to probe the system for wavelengths smaller than λ = 700 nm at
room temperature. Unraveling the scaling of the effective static

magnetic field for near-resonant wavelengths requires rigorous
future studies at cryogenic temperatures.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the optically induced
static magnetic field for an ensemble of NV centers at room
temperature. We show that this effective static magnetic field is
proportional to the PSD of the off-resonant excitation. The decoherence induced by the off-resonant optical beam is studied for
different wavelengths. Using this platform, we have characterized the wavelength dependence of the optically induced static
magnetic field in the far-off-resonant regime. The results of this
study can pave the way to use this effective magnetic field for
on-chip applications and all-optical control of qubits.
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